
 

 

QUANTUM-CLASS DYNAMIC DINING OFFERS A NEW MAIN EVENT EACH NIGHT  
Fresh Approach Puts Spin on Main Dining Room where Guests have Total Flexibility and Choice  

 
MIAMI – Royal Caribbean International is empowering guests with choice and flexibility through 

Dynamic Dining.  As part of this new dining program, the traditional main dining room that has long been 

synonymous with cruise ship dining has been completely reimagined onboard Quantum-class ships. 

Inspired by the experience of dining in the world’s most cosmopolitan cities, Quantum of the Seas and 

Anthem of the Seas features a selection of five complimentary main restaurants, each with their own 

distinctive menu and ambiance, all designed to immerse guests in new tastes, sights and settings each 

night of their cruise vacation.      

• American Icon Grill – A classic American road trip for the taste buds, guests will discover 

favorite comfort foods with a few creative twists, including New Orleans’ famous gumbo, New 

England clam chowder and Southern buttermilk fried chicken, among others. A casual and 

welcoming atmosphere is infused with nostalgic décor and striking visuals of American icons and 

sweeping natural landscapes, as well as accents emulating the classic American roadster. Located 

on Deck 4, American Icon Grill is complimentary and open for breakfast, lunch and dinner. It 

seats 430 guests, and attire is smart casual.   

 
• Chic – Stylish never tasted so good at this sleek and modern restaurant. The height of 

contemporary cuisine is realized in a visually stunning environment where the finest, freshest 

ingredients, such as beef rib-eye, lamb chops, and Mediterranean sea bass are paired with sauces 

made from scratch and evolved for a modern palate. Located on Deck 3, Chic is complimentary 

and open for dinner. It seats 434 guests, and attire is smart casual.  

 

• Silk – The greatest characters in the history of exotic cuisine come together at this Pan-Asian 

restaurant where the flavors are as diverse and nuanced as the Far East itself. Guests will enjoy an 

eclectic yet balanced menu inspired by Chinese, Japanese, Thai, Vietnamese and Indian cooking, 

such as a slow-cooked lamb curry, sake-glazed salmon and teriyaki steak. Located on Deck 4, 

Silk is complimentary and open for dinner. It seats 434 guests, and attire is smart casual.   
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• The Grande – The most elegant and sophisticated of the main dining restaurants, every night is 

formal night at The Grande. A nod to a bygone era of classic European ocean liners when dining 

was a time honored ritual, this opulent venue features a menu of classic dishes ranging from beef 

Wellington and chicken a l’orange, to roasted scallops and sole almondine. Located on Deck 3, 

The Grande is complimentary and open for dinner. It seats 432 guests, and formal attire is 

required.  

 
• Coastal Kitchen – Exclusively for suite guests, Coastal Kitchen fuses Mediterranean influences 

with the unmatched riches of California’s bountiful farmlands. The menu exudes pure freshness, 

with selections ranging from Pacific Coast favorites like sea bass ceviche, to Mediterranean-

inspired tastes like Serrano ham, whipped goat cheese and roasted grapes. The restaurant has a 

warm and rustic ambiance and an extensive selection of wines from Napa and Tuscany, making it 

a perfect setting to wine, dine and relax. Located on Deck 14, Coastal Kitchen is complimentary 

and open for breakfast, lunch and dinner. It seats 128, and attire is smart casual 
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